Enjoy an adrenaline rush this monsoon

This monsoon, head to Lonavala to visit the Della complex, which offers a range of adventure activities.
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If you wish to indulge in a range of activities, head to Della at Lonavala. They have, among other offerings, a mini Golf field and also recreation with pets. You can walk some fine-bred dogs or even milk New Jersey cows and connect with nature while watching the Emu.

You can unwind at the spa on the premises or relax by the swimming pool. Check out the luxury tent from where you can gaze at the waterfalls and watch the sunset. The tents are fully furnished and come with a plethora of modern amenities to make your stay as comfortable and luxurious as possible.

The park also has the longest flying fox of India (550 ft) and the highest rocket ejector (41/2 floors high). It is also equipped with conference rooms, cyber cafes and banquet halls. Their target audience exists in the age group of 27 to 35.

Jimmy Mistry, Chairman and Managing Director, Della Tecnicas Architects and Interior Designer, said “While searching for a second home for myself I found this area and came up with the idea. I am glad it is running properly and perhaps it’s because we have given people what they need and all age groups have something or the other to do here. Our extreme sports will satisfy the needs of every adrenaline junkie, while our other activities like horse riding, mountain biking and trekking will get nature lovers close to the Lonavala hillside.”

The adventure park also boasts of restaurants such as Café 24 – a 24-hour coffee shop and bar, PNF Restaurant and Bar, a multi-cuisine eatery, Grève Della, a pure vegetarian restaurant and Carbon Café, a tandoor and fast food spot. Mistry adds that he has plans to come up with such projects in other cities as well.

PS: Do check out their creative restrooms as well.
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Our extreme sports will satisfy the needs of every adrenaline junkie, while our other activities like horse riding, mountain biking and trekking will get nature lovers close to the Lonavala hillside.
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